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• A toponym is the  name used to identify a specific location on  the  landscape 
[1], while Oikonym is a part of toponym that focus the study on the name 
given to inhabited place. [3]

• Study of toponym could be conducted in many different ways  but there are 
two basic ways or approach, i.e.  intensive toponym and  extensive  toponym.  
[4]-[6]

• Toponym  research from geographical perspective commonly falls in the 
second approach i.e. extensive toponym

• Oikonym as part of toponym is supposedly to have a function or  served  as  
social,  as  well as regional identity. [10], [11]

• Kulon Progo is one of the regencies in Yogyakarta special region. As  a  part  of 
Yogyakarta  special  region,  Kulon  Progo  should  inherit privileged historical 
values of Yogyakarta. However,  whether  oikonym  i.e., housing name  in this  
area could  represent  social  and  regional  identity  and characteristic,  is  
remain  unexplored.

Introduction



1. Study Area

Method

2. Data Aquisition and Analysis 

• Preliminary Virtual Survey (Google Map): Collecting 
initial information about housing and the name of 
housing, obtaining coordinates of the housing 

• Digitizing the boundary of housings (Google Earth Pro)

• Collecting literal meaning of the housing names

• Classification of housing names based on generic and 
specific elemen

• Spatial analysis of geographical characteristic of housing 
location

Area around governmental 
activites i.e., capital area of 
Kulon Progo Regency



Result and Discussion
• Spatial distributions of the housings in the capital area 

of Kulonprogo Regency

• Typology of housing name



Result and Discussion



• This study shows, about  57%  of  housings  which  have  generic  name,  use 
indigenous  element  i.e.,  local  language.  In  addition,  about 80%  of  
housings  use  indigenous  element  for  their  specific names.

• Words of indigenous language which frequently used as  generic  name  for  
housing  in  study  area  are  griya, kasatriyan,  ndalem,  persada  and  puri.

• Online  geospatial  data  sources  and  other  type  of  online resources  
provide  valuable  contribution  to  the  study   of oikonym. This study shows 
how these online resources can be utilized to reveal useful information 
related to housing name.

Conclusion
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